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facts and figures

Students 27,227 

PhD students 3,018 

Staff 6,194 

Faculties 8 

Museums 3 

Library Holdings 2.8 mill

Budget (NOK) 7.1 billion

Nobel Prize Winners 5 

Ranking, Shanghai (No, world) 58
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UiO Strategy 2020

Core values

“ The University of Oslo is ready to 

take responsibility for helping to 

resolve global challenges, particularly 

those related to climate and the 

environment.

UiO will take responsibility for facing 

environmental and climate-related 

challenges both through research and 

education related to the environment 

and through operations at the 

university.

In this way, UiO will establish itself as 

a green university.”

Campus

“ Investment 

in new buildings and 

upgrading of existing ones 

will be prioritised

on the basis of 

UiO’s main objective

and 

the objective of sustainability”
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Environmental Strategy

- from policy to targets
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Environmental Strategy

- from policy to targeted areas

Targets 2020
15 % 

• UiO’s energy consumption per square metre

should be reduced by at least 15 per cent, 

compared with 2012.

20 %

• Greenhouse gas emissions per square 

metre from stationary energy consumption 

(UiO) and transport (ED) should be reduced 

by at least 20 per cent, cf. 2012.

80% / 5 %

• The source separation rate should be 

increased to at least 80 per cent. Total 

amount reduced by 5 percent

RED.

• The building projects’ relative environmental 

impact should be reduced annually during 

the period from 2016 to 2020.
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Campus Master Plan
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Campus Master Plan

Key figures for property activity 2015

Area

Own properties 472 000 sq.m.

Leased properties 110 000 sq.m.

Outdoor, parks 500 000 sq.m

Budget (M NOK)

Internal rent 686

External rent 240

Operation 85

Major maintenance 180

Development Projects 184

Needs (B NOK)

Technical maintenance backlog 2.8

Functional upgrades 5.8



Campus Masterplan

- coupling «excellence» and «green»

• Serving the needs of an international research community the next 40 

years.

• Providing learning environments for students of today and tomorrow.

• Describing status and a massive development scheme

• Ambitious environmental building policy.

The new master plan for UiO’s properties provides the framework for how UiO can develop the 

properties and campuses to make them suitable for future use. 

Clear guidelines for UiO’s property development in 

• the short term (2015–2020), 

• medium term (2020– 2027)

• long term (2027–2040). 

The document lays down overarching guidelines and priorities for achieving our ambitions, and 

discusses and recommends financial solutions and other frameworks.
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“UiO aims to become a greener university. 

This means new energy solutions and more 

efficient use of space. Our buildings must meet 

international environmental standards. 

The modernization of existing buildings and 

building of new ones will therefore be subject to 

environmental requirements.”
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Campus Masterplan

- specific requirements



The Masterplan is not year zero

history

• Heating: daily truck of oil

• Taxis and own cars only

• Electricity: European 

market mix

• Increasing use of plane 

for all collaboration.

• Purchaser’s choice: 

green or not green

• 32 % waste sorting

• Energy by building

complex

today

• Heating: distant heating

• Electric car pool

• Electricity: guaranty of 

origin

• Video meetings. Stopped 

increase in flying

• Green purchasing policy : 

qualification & evaluation

• 50 %    80%

• Energy management 

according to ISO 50001
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Campus Masterplan

- coupling «excellence» and «green»

It is not only what it says
“Buildings account for a third of all greenhouse 

gas emissions and 40% of the world’s energy 

consumption. Efficient area use is therefore an 

important element of UiO’s work on the 

environment and sustainability. 

However, sustainable buildings are about so 

much more, including material use, energy use, 

waste management, transport and pollution. 

UiO will use BREEAM to document its 

environmental efforts in relation to its properties. 

All new buildings must, as a minimum, achieve a 

BREEAM Excellent rating.

Existing buildings under renovation must also 

aim to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating.”

But what it implies…

Management

Health & Wellbeing

Landuse & Ecology

Water

Energy

Materials

Waste

Transport

Pollution
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UiO - the carbon story

Starring

• A Rectorate

• An overall strategy

• A management team

• A campus masterplan

• Targets

• Dedicated professionals

• Nuts and bolts

Nuts and bolts

in the new toolcase

Internal rent; area 

efficiency

Energy effiency

Resource management

CRM system

Competence

development

Demanding customer

and market actor

City partnerships

Student collaboration
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Does

a Campus Masterplan make any difference

towards a carbon-neutral university?

Yes, 

when providing 

the WHATs, the WHOs or the HOWs
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Thank you!

J.b.silde@admin.uio.no
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